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About ASSOCHAM

About ASSOCHAM
Serving the Nation since 1920

The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM), India's
premier apex chamber covers a membership of over 300,000 companies and
professionals across the country. It was established in 1920 by promoter chambers
(Bombay Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Cochin Chamber of commerce &
Industry, India Merchants Chamber, Mumbai, The Madras Chamber of Commerce &
Industry, PHD Chamber of Commerce & Industry) representing all regions of India.
As an Apex industry body, ASSOCHAM represents the interests of industry and trade,
interfaces with Government on policy issues and interacts with counterpart
international organizations to promote bilateral economic issues.
ASSOCHAM Members represent the following sectors:
· Trade (National and International)
· Industry (Domestic and International)
· Professionals (e.g. CAs, lawyers, consultants)
· Trade and Industry Associations and other Chambers of Commerce
ASSOCHAM operates through 90 Expert Committees that provide an interactive
platform to Members for interaction and aid formulating Policy recommendations so
as to facilitate Economic, Industrial and Social Growth.
These encompass areas such as:
Domestic & International Trade, Commerce, Industry, Services, Agriculture,
Education, Food Processing, IT & BPO, Economic Affairs, TQM, Energy, Environment,
Capital Market, Banking & Finance, Direct & Indirect Taxation, Defence, WTO & IPR,
Infrastructure, Pharma, Health, Biotechnology & Nanotechnology , Tourism and
Telecom.
In the recently concluded 90th Annual General Meeting we had the honour of
welcoming Shri Dilip Modi, Vice Chairman-Spice Corp. as President, Shri Rajkumar
Dhoot (MP), Director-Videocon Industries Ltd. as the Senior Vice President and Shri
Analjit Singh, Chairman-Max India Ltd. as the Vice President of ASSOCHAM.
Leading Corporates like Aditya Birla Management Corporation Ltd., Boeing, DLF, Tata
Sons, Reliance Industries, Northrop Grumman, Cable & Wireless, Warburg Pincus,
SREI Infocom, Ernst & Young, Huawei Tele-communications, ZTE Telecom,
Qualcomm, Centurion Bank of Punjab Limited, Diageo India Pvt. Ltd., DSP Merrill
Lynch, Geojit Financial Services Ltd., GMR Infrastructure Ltd, ITC Limited, Jet Airways
(India) Private Limited, Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Co. Ltd, Microsoft, Spice
Communications Pvt. Ltd., Videocon Lockheed Martin, Rolls Royce L&T, Tata,
Mahindra are some of the Members of ASSOCHAM
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About Aviotech

Aviotech is an initiative of the promoters of the Deccan Chronicle Group to address
the segments of Corporate Aviation and Defense & Aerospace Advisory and
Investments. Deccan Chronicle Group has interests across Media, Financial Services,
Retail, Information Technology, Aviation and defense & Aerospace.
Its operations are spread across India and UK and have offices in Hyderabad, Delhi
and London.
Aviotech aims to provide its clients with information that empowers them to take
informed decisions. It aims to support the initiatives of its clients through structured
financial advice and guidance.
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Message from the Secretary General, ASSOCHAM

Informa India supported by ASSOCHAM, India’s leading Apex Industry Chamber is
organizing INDESEC, 2011, India’s Definitive Exhibition & Conference dedicated to
Homeland Security since 2009.
ASSOCHAM is the only Industry Association to have taken the initiative of mobilizing
the Indian Industry for understanding the impact of emerging threats to the country
and the economy at large and thereafter started series of Conferences & Exhibitions
to discuss solutions and showcase cutting-edge technologies from across the world.
The private sector has played a significant role in meeting the Homeland Security
requirements in various countries. Indian Industry has already begun to take note of
the potential growth opportunities offered by the evolving Homeland Security
framework in India.
I am confident that this AVIOTECH—ASSOCHAM ASSESSMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY will go a long way in ensuring that the conference provides the necessary
policy, structural and industry inputs for the further strengthening of India’s
Homeland Security.

D. S. RAWAT
Secretary General
ASSOCHAM
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Key Themes

Homeland Security in India – A renewed focus

When dealing with a vast and ubiquitous subject like Homeland Security, it is
important to distil information and collate key trends. Our endeavor here to present
a complex subject with key take-aways.
 Complex mix of
challenges

Homeland security is a comprehensive and concerted exercise aimed at maintaining
territorial integrity of a state and ensuring sustained peace, public order and rule of
law. Due to evolving nature of threats its scope has evolved beyond policing and
border management to include coastal surveillance, anti-insurgency, counterterrorism, protection of sensitive infrastructures, cyber security and disaster
management.

 Significant Procurement
spends planned by both
Government and Private
sector

Traditionally, Homeland Security has been a preserve of the Government however
over the recent past, Industry and private citizens are increasingly becoming a larger
market constituent for some segments (particularly areas like perimetric access,
identification and limited surveillance). Thus while Homeland Security activity and
spends continue to be dominated by the Government (both at centre and state
level), private sector interest and spending in niche areas has started to be a
significant visible factor. The Homeland Security budget for central government for
the year 2010-11 is approx. USD 8.5 Bn. The projections for the next 5 years are
anticipated to be several folds more.

 Creation of a HLS
industry and solutions
delivery base

Capability to address the gap in Homeland Security solutions is spread across both
the private sector and government agencies and this delivery capability
augmentation has resulted in the emergence of a sector which is nascent today but
is expected to be a significant revenue generator for the economy in the future.

 Significant employment
generation potential

The Homeland Security sector is poised for significant expansion resulting in a larger,
more significant sector by volume of business as well as a sector that is expected to
generate significant employment opportunities. Today just the private security
segment employs more than six million people. This number is expected to increase
significantly in the next 5-6 years. We estimate that including private security,
Homeland security will create an additional 6 million jobs over the next 4-5 years.
We are confident that this assessment will find merit with all stakeholders in the
business value chain – Foreign companies exploring Indian homeland security
market, Indian companies wanting to participate as suppliers, policy formulation
bodies and think-tanks.

Rahul Gangal
Director – defense Advisory and Investments
Aviotech
www.aviotech.com
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Homeland Security in India – A renewed focus

In India, the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) is tasked with major homeland securityrelated functions but state governments are also mandated with key tasks. The
institutional set-up governing homeland security with major elements includes a
multitude of agencies working across a large number of government ministries
addressing both specific and generic issues at hand.
The MHA is structured to respond to multiple and often interlinked challenges
through a series of overlapping and interlinked departments - key of which are
 Department of Internal Security

Issues dealt with include :
 Indian Police Service,
 Central Police Forces,
 Internal security and law & order,
 Insurgency and Naxalism
 Terrorism and Activities of inimical foreign
agencies,
 Rehabilitation,
 Grant of visa and other immigration matters,
security clearances, etc.;

 Department of States

Issues dealt with include :
 Centre-State relations,
 Inter-State relations,
 Administration of Union Territories,
 Freedom Fighters’ pension,
 Human rights,
 Prison Reforms,
 Police Reforms, etc.

 Department of Home

Issues dealt with include :
• Notification of assumption of office by the
President and Vice- President,
• Notification of appointment/resignation of
the Prime Minister, Ministers, Governors,
• Nominations to Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha,
• Census of population, registration of births
and deaths, etc.

 Department of Jammu and
Kashmir (J&K) Affairs,

Issues dealt with include :
 All matters related to the state of J&K except
for those dealt by at the state level.

 Department of Border
Management,

Issues dealt with include :
 Management of international borders,
including coastal borders,
 Strengthening of border guarding and
creation of related infrastructure,
 Border areas development, etc
Issues dealt with include :
 Implementation of the provisions of the
Constitution relating to official languages and
the provisions of the Official Languages Act,
1963.

 Department of Official Language,

Under the broad guidance of the MHA work a number of agencies focused on
specific issues. For the purpose of our assessment, we will address only a select
number of these issues as well as agencies.
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 Complex mix of
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Homeland Security in India – A complex mix of
challenges
India’s homeland security outlook is shaped by a variety of factors - internal, regional
and global. A combination of internal disturbances presents before India
unprecedented challenges of an all embracing security framework. Thus constant
unrest in the subcontinent, infiltration both on account of influx of illegal
immigration through the East and North, porous littoral and land borders, factional
rise owing to caste/class rivalries, Issues in the North East, Maoist insurgency
throughout central India in varying shades of lethality, are all challenges before the
country . Some of the key challenges outlined here are :





Internal security including Naxalism
Terrorism
Border Management
Disaster Management
Centre-State Relations

Internal security including Naxalism:

Inequalities in income and
opportunity, widening
disparities, absence of some
institutional shock absorbers

Discontent-fuelled extremist
internal challenge to state,

Components of solution:
• Coordinated and swift response
from agencies
• Capacity-building of forces through
better equipment and training
• Joint effort at centre and state
levels
• Strengthening of local governance,
• Compensation for displacement,
• Equitable distribution of
development gains

Internal security presents the greatest challenge before India today. The situation is
multi-layered, complex and intricately linked to the socio-economic-politico
structure of the country. However some key observations are as follows: Disturbances to internal order including Naxalism have been linked to differential
distribution of gains from economic development and in a limited way to the
inadequacy of governmental institutions to negate resulting strains.
 Perceived neglect and injustice amongst underprivileged and remote
communities have helped extremists fill the existing institutional vacuum and
challenge the State.
 Infiltration of Maoists from more remote peripheries into urban and semi-urban
areas is a worrying recent development.
 Additionally, mobilization in an urban landscape is likely to trigger such events as
will test the emergency response capabilities of enforcement agencies.
 Some of the events of the past few years have exposed the gaps in equipment
availability with the services and agencies to neutralise the threat of violence.
All of the above puts those industrial and other critical infrastructures that are
already under threat from terrorism at further risk.

To mitigate this issue, coordination between agencies, timely and relevant
intelligence gathering and a joint effort by Central and state-level institutions
constitute vital elements of a comprehensive approach.
Another aspect of this issue which merits visibility is the response of private industry
and citizens to the issue of extremism.
There have been a significant number of steps taken with regards to the above
which are discussed later.
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Homeland Security in India – A complex mix of
challenges
Terrorism:
Instability in its wider region continues to cast a shadow on India’s security outlook,
chiefly through the persistent menace of terrorism.
The multi dimensional threat arising from Terrorism encompasses Physical, Cyber
and even economic terrorism.
The challenges in tackling terrorism include identification of human, capital and
material flows, structures and systems that aid and abet acts of terror which are
linked to external support.

Risks
Regional instability
Weak states

There is growing concern about the linkage of terrorism and internal security issues
and the increasingly asymmetric nature of threats. This was manifest in the Mumbai
attacks where terrorism was using asymmetric warfare which required for a
cohesive, swift inter-functional response involving intelligence, state police,
diplomacy channels and even the military.

Maritime, Cyber & WMD terror

The threat emanating from terrorism requires preventive intelligence, collaboration
with global information networks like the Interpol, co-ordination with foreign
intelligence agencies, securing the critical infrastructure and private establishments,
and developing long term vision and policies on issues ranging from responsiveness
to response.

Needs Assessment

Another key area for India is the assessment and containment of the threats
emanating from Cyber terrorism which may impact financial, structural and
communication systems.

Abuse of technology and mass
media

Preventive Intelligence
Coordinated inter-agency
response
Securitization of critical
infrastructure
Securitization of private
establishments

On the international front, it became necessary for India to leverage its bilateral and
multilateral relationships towards attainment of desired goals in its counterterrorism efforts through use of technology and mass media.

Collaborative international
effort

An additional challenge that “modern warfare” in terrorism poses today is that of
defining and coordinating the operational jurisdictions of first responders like the
State agencies including police forces, Central Police Forces and intelligence
agencies.

On-going work

The need of a common platform for information collection, storage, analysis and
dissemination was also felt to achieve actionable intelligence related to movement
of persons, money and information. Thus to address these needs, initiatives like the
CCTNS by the Home Ministry and by some state governments have been launched as
part of the Modernisation of Police Program with outlays to the tune of INR 2000 Cr.

Modernization of Police Forces
Crime and Criminal Tracking
Network and Systems
Counter Insurgency and AntiTerrorism (CIAT) Schools
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Homeland Security in India – A complex mix of
challenges
Border Management:
The immediate priority vis-a-vis securing India’s borders remains strengthening of
the border (including maritime and economic interests zone) and perimetric access
to national interests. forces posted along international borders, chiefly through
meeting equipment needs, modernisation and better intelligence. Streamlining of
agencies dedicated to maritime security and modernisation of coastal police stations
has been carried out with priority and focus.
Over the medium term, additional issues like the desirable and appropriate mix of
trade and immigration policies may demand attention and may serve to minimise
instances of infiltration.
Border fencing and border road works has been an area of focus in the immediate
past and there is a need to augment infrastructure at the borders through advanced
landing strips etc.
Coupled with this are also issues of creation of integrated checkpoints to manage
immigration, handling of illegal immigrants and border trade.
This segment has resulted in large capital outlays not only for perimetric access
control, fencing and border works but for surveillance equipment – both terrestrial,
Unmanned Arial Vehicles (UAVs) and Satellite based detection.
Another part of this activity space is the identification projects being conducted at a
national level like the UID project.

Integrated

Border area
development
projects

Check posts

National
Maritime
Domain
Awareness
Grid

Roads

Satellite Based
Detection
System

Floodlighting

Fencing
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Homeland Security in India – A complex mix of
challenges

Disaster Management:
Disaster Management has seen significant efforts both at the central government
and state government levels. The multi-pronged approach to Disaster Management
has included logistic support including deployment of aircrafts and boats, specialist
teams of Armed Forces, Central Para-military Forces and personnel of National
Disaster Response Force (NDRF), arrangements for relief materials & essential
commodities including medical stores, restoration of critical infrastructure facilities
including communication network and such other assistance as may be required by
the affected States to meet the situation effectively.
There are efforts underway to inculcate a proactive approach to disaster
management resulting in a migration from a relief-centric to a holistic and integrated
Disaster management approach. Such a holistic approach will cover elements of
disaster management encompassing prevention, mitigation, preparedness,
response, relief, reconstruction and rehabilitation.
The corpus of funds of the State Disaster Response Fund has been raised to INR
33,580.93 Cr. During the year 2009-10 the following outlays to various states were
made by the central government - Himachal Pradesh: INR 149.95 Cr; Tamil Nadu:
INR317.13 Cr.; Uttar Pradesh: INR554.26 Cr.; Arunachal Pradesh: INR 97.24 Cr.

In March 2011, National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) teams comprising 706
personnel and 28 boats were deployed for emergency response and rescue in the
States of Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Delhi, Kerala, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and
West Bengal.
Starting 2011-12 the Emergency preparedness and disaster management market is
expected to provide an opportunity to the tune of 250 Cr. every year till 2015-16.
This will include:
 Upgradation of National Disaster Response Forces: Each battalion has 1,158
personnel, canine squad, and equipment for Collapsed Structure Search &
Rescue, Water Rescue (boats & diving equipments), Medical First Response troop
carriers, ambulance, Hazmat vehicles and water tankers.
 National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project (NCRMP): For the states of Andhra
Pradesh and Orissa at a cost of INR 1,496.71 Cr. has been launched this year to
address the vulnerability of coastal community to cyclone. The project is
expected to benefit 5.60 lakh peoples in Orissa and over 5.50 lakh peoples in
Andhra Pradesh. It is expected to help protection of 38, 296 ha. land in Orissa
and about 12,640 ha. in Andhra Pradesh.
 Communication Network: There are outlays for creation of a multi-mode, multichannel communication systems with enough redundancy. Phase-I of the
National Emergency Communication Plan has since been implemented. It will
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Homeland Security in India – A complex mix of
challenges

provide satellite based mobile voice/data/video communication between
National Emergency Operation Centre (NEOC) and the mobile EOCs at remote
disaster/emergency sites. Under plans are the Emergency Communication by
deployment of the transportable VSAT available with NIC on existing hub of NIC
to provide last mile connectivity.
 Fire Mitigation: The 13th Finance Commission has recommended that a portion
of the grant of INR 787,519 Cr. given to Urban Local Bodies be utilised for
strengthening of Fire Services in their respective jurisdiction. Additionally INR 472
Cr. has been allocated to the 7 States for revamping of Fire & Emergency
Services. Under capital procurement are additional 277 Advanced Fire Tenders,
1,146 High Pressure Pumps with Water Mist Technology, 573 Quick Response
Team Vehicles and 1,146 Combi Tools for Rescue will be provided at District
Headquarter Fire Brigades in the country.
 Training: Training exercises for augmentation of skills in Civil Defense, Fire
Services, National School Safety program, are also emerging as a focus area

Coordinating
Central and statelevel policy

Dedicating
resources to
mitigation

Rapid response in
event of disaster

Assistance to
states in postdisaster relief

Mainstreaming of
mitigation with
development
plans

Centre-State Relations
Indian polity is structured as a federation with a unitary bias, meaning that the
central or union level has greater powers than constituent units. For this reason the
country has historically grappled with the problem of division of labour between
governments at the state and central level.
A wide range of contentious issues have emerged including legislative relations,
administrative relations, role of governors, emergency provisions, financial relations,
economic and social planning, Panchayati Raj institutions, sharing of resources (e.g.
interstate river water). Mega infrastructure projects such as linking of highways,
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rivers and power grids, devolution of powers to local government bodies, planning
and budgeting at the district level, implementation of tax regimes and freeing of
inter-state trade all involve close cooperation between the two main levels of
government.
An important unresolved issue impinging on internal stability relates to the role,
responsibility and jurisdiction of the Center vis-à-vis States during major outbreaks of
communal violence, insurgency or any other social conflict leading to prolonged and
escalated disturbance. Another sector where Centre-state relations come into play is
disaster management wherein states are vested with primary jurisdiction yet, rely on
transfers from the Central government to fund preparedness.
Separatist movements have since independence challenged peace and order within
the national borders. This has taken form both of demand for separate statehood
within and outside national jurisdiction. The challenge is to strike the delicate
balance between the need to maintain territorial integrity on the one hand and
responding to the legitimate democratic aspiration to self-government on the other.
One key ingredient of the solution is healthy relations, effective communication and
concerted action between the Centre and states.
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Homeland Security Demand in India

The Union home ministry had a 16.72% hike in the 2011-12 Union Budget over
2010-11, from Rs 55,469 Cr. for the home ministry against Rs 47,520 Cr.
There is an increased focus and emphasis on criminal investigation and vigilance
whose budget have been more than doubled.

Snapshot - India : Focus on HLS











Airport Security spending in India
is expected to total over USD 3.2
Bn by 2016
Central Government is likely to
spend over USD 7.5Bn and State
Government close to USD 2Bn on
police modernization
Corporate are likely to scale up
their security budgets by 35-40%.
According to the industry
estimates, security installations
for manufacturing hubs in sectors,
such
as
petroleum,
petrochemicals, and power will
grow over 125% by 2012.
The Indian GPS and Telematics
market potential - USD 500
million.
Annual
Hotel
Infrastructure
security –anticipated at USD 1.2
Bn
Annual Transport Sector Security
(Air + Rail) anticipated at - USD 1
Bn
The Banking & Financial Sectors
security anticipated at USD 800
million

Key initiatives include
 Police Housing of Central Paramilitary Forces through EPC : Rs 2174 Cr.
 Crime and Criminal Tracking Network System (CCTNS) project allocation has
increased from Rs 175.06 Cr. in Budget Estimate (BE) 2010-11 and Revised
Estimate (RE) 2010-11 of Rs 135.00 Cr. to Rs 384.00 Cr. in the current year's BE
(2011-12).
 National Population Register Scheme : Rs 683.55 Cr. in BE 2010-11
 Explicit focus attached to the Mission Mode Project on Immigration, Visa and
Foreigners Registration and Tracking (IVFRT) to develop and implement a secure
and integrated service delivery framework that facilitates legitimate travellers
while strengthening security.
 NATGRID : INR 39.75 Cr. for the year2011-12.
 Criminal Investigation and Vigilance : Rs 109.74 Cr.
 Border Security Initiatives : Rs 967.69 Cr. for improving coastal security,
maintenance of border work and setting up of new border outposts.
 Outlays for counter insurgency and anti terrorists schools
 Outlays for infrastructure to address left-wing extremism : Rs 140 Cr.
 Setting up of integrated check posts : Rs 140 Cr.

India’s homeland security spend is not just limited to the government / government
agencies but is significantly getting impacted by the increasing interest from private
sector in HLS solutions.
Some of the other key agencies which are interlinked to the HLS scenario include a
mix of active forces and intelligence/related agencies. All of the below serve as
mechanisms for the MHA to implement its objectives. Each of these agencies also
has a significant capital and modernisation plan and procurement outlay thereby
resulting in quiet a complex web of agencies on the demand side.
In addition there is the demand from the private sector for some niche products and
services which builds upon the demand from the government/state to augment the
HLS market in India
In recent times, there has also been the emergence of one more area of demand
which is export linked. Though this is nascent as of now, it is expected to
considerably expand in the near term (2-5 year horizon). The area expected to
benefit most from this expansion is in the HLS related services domain
It is anticipated that the HLS market which currently stands at approx. USD 8 Bn
(capital spend from government, private sector and some part of export demand)
will
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Key Agencies
contributing to demand
in the HLS segment

DOMESTIC DEMAND SOURCES

Key Agencies (Active Forces)
CRPF

BSF

Assam
Rifles

ITBP

Home
Guards

CISF

NSG

SSB

State
Police
Forces

Key Agencies (Intelligence, information, Surveillance and Reconnaissance)
Includes among others – IB, R&AW, NTRO, RMS, ARC, NCB, DiPAC, NIC / MAC, CSFL, Census Survey
Key Agencies (Disaster Management)
Includes among others – NDMA

Private sector

EXPORT

Corporations, Industries, Infrastructure projects, Private Individuals

Export Driven demand
Includes among others – NDMA

expand to USD 13 Bn per year by 2014 and to USD 16 Bn per year by 2018. That
represents a significant opportunity for private sector to participate in.

Approx.
USD 8 Bn.

2010-11

Approx.
USD 13 Bn.

2013-14

Approx.
USD 18 Bn.

2017-18

Personnel protection Systems
Security Networks
Border and Perimetric Protection
Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Management Response
NBC Protection
Governance Infrastructure Protection
Critical Asset Protection
Intelligence, Law enforcement and Counterterrorism
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Border Security
Key initiatives affording private sector participation are : Fencing: Of the 4300 km long border with Bangladesh, even after the completion
of Phase II, 800 km of fencing is still left making it an INR 800 Cr. opportunity.
There is also an INR 884 Cr. opportunity for replacement of damaged fencing
undertaken under phase 1.

Land border: 15,107 km. (17 States)
Border blocks: 362
Districts: 92
Coastline border: 7,517 km.(13 states
and 5 union territories)
Number of Islands : 1,197 (2,094 km. of
additional coastline).
Major Ports on the Coastline : 13 Minor
Ports on the Coastline : 200

 Floodlighting: After having completed a pilot project on floodlighting of 277 km it
has been decided to undertake floodlighting on 2,840 km. along IndoBangladesh border at an estimated cost of 1,327. Cr. The work has been assigned
to Central Public Works Department (CPWD), Engineering Project India Limited
and National Project Construction Corporation (NPCC).
 Roads: Construction of 27 roads totaling 804 km in the border areas along the
India-China at an estimated cost of INR 1,937 Cr. has been assigned to Border
Roads Organization (15 roads), Central Public Works Department (8 roads),
National Projects Construction Corporation (2 roads) and Himachal Pradesh
Public Works Department (2 roads). Also in the pipeline is construction of 1271
km of road against the Indo Nepal border and 294 km against Indi Bhutan border
has been approved by the MHA.
 Integrate Check Posts (ICP): ICPs have been earmarked for 13 locations on the
Indian borders as a plan scheme under the 11th Five year plan at an estimated
cost of 635. Cr. The infrastructure required for these ICP’s will include the
acquisition of Scanners, CCTV/PA system, DFMD/HMMD from the security
market point of view. One ICP require an investment of approximately Rs 60-Cr..
 Mission Mode Project: The Government is implementing Mission Mode Project
(MMP) to modernize and upgrade immigration services in the country. The total
cost of the project is approximately INR1011. Cr. Of this total project cost, INR
132 Cr. is proposed to be spent during April 2010 - June 2011 (Phase- I) with the
remaining amount of Rs 879 Cr. earmarked for Phase- II of the implementation
(July 2011 – September 2014).
 The Visa and Foreigners Registration & Tracking (IVFRT) comes under the ambit
of this program itself With the implementation of this project, all the 169 Indian
Missions across the globe, 77 Immigration Check Posts (ICPs), and the Foreigners
Regional Registration Offices (FRROs)/Foreigners Registration Office (FROs) in the
country would be linked with the Central Foreigners Bureau (CFB). Acquisition of
Immigration Control Software, Passport Reading Machines and questionable
document examining is underway. 33 ICP’s have already been modernized under
this scheme. INR125 Cr. has been earmarked for this program.
 Border Outposts (BOPS): In addition to the existing 1411, a proposal for construc-
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-on of additional 509 BOPs (383 along Indo-Bangladesh border and 126 along
Indo-Pakistan border) at an estimated cost of 1,832.50 Cr. has been approved by
the Government. The project is targeted to be completed by 2013-14. The work
of construction of all 509 BOPs has been awarded to three construction agencies
viz. Engineering Project India Limited (60), National Project Construction
Corporation (194) and Central Public Works Department (255). it is estimated to
cost about Rs 4 Cr. to construct one BOP.
 Surveillance equipment at Borders: The current procurement of various types of
hi-tech electronic surveillance equipment to act as force multipliers on the
International Borders stands at:
 Hand Held Thermal Imagers,
 Battle Field Surveillance Radars,
 Long Range Reconnaissance and Observation System (LORROS),
 Spotter Scopes
 Passive Night Vision Binoculars
The BSF, which guards the Indo-Bangladesh border, has procured 900 hand-held
thermal imagers and dispatched 400 of them to forward areas. The devices cost
Rs 28 lakh each. It is also in the process of installing Israeli-made long-range recce
and observation system (LORROS), a radar-based system capable of tracking
moving vehicles or humans within a 40-km radius and is in the process of
procuring 27 such radars at a cost of Rs 2 Cr. each.
 Ground based sensors present an opportunity of approx. INR 125 Cr. over the
next five years. The procurement will be undertaken by the Border Security
Force.
 National Maritime Domain Awareness Grid: A large opportunity also exists in the
setting – up of the National Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) Grid - which is
expected to link up all intelligence agencies, Indian navy units, coastal police
units, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Shipping, Ports and Departments of
Customs and Revenue. This ambitious project has been earmarked with funds in
the range of USD 300Mn with a timeline of 2012-13 for award and
commencement of project.

Number of Fishing Boats : > 0.1 Mn
Number of Mechanised Boats : ~ 77000
Number of Deep sea vessels : ~ 66000

 Identification of Boats: It has been decided that all the fishing/non-fishing boats
plying in Indian waters be registered under a uniform system. The Department of
Shipping is the nodal department for this project. It has also been decided that all
type of boats over 20m length should be fitted/provided with navigational and
communication equipments (AIS type B transponders) to facilitate vessel
identification.
 Issuance of ID Cards to Fishermen: The Government is exploring the latest in
surveillance and bio cryptic technologies for identity management and adopting
these for use by the various agencies made responsible for securing our maritime
borders. A Consortium of Public Sector Undertakings led by Bharat Electronics
Limited (BEL), which is also executing the MNIC Project, have been offered the
task of digitization of data,
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Intelligence Cyber Technology, Security Networks & Identification
The major feature of the Intelligence Cyber Technology & Security Networks
opportunity space in India today is that most critical programs require an additional
security audit for the participating company.
The intelligence framework in India is composed of the following:
 There is the defense Intelligence Agency that collects, interprets and
disseminates all defense-related information to the Indian Army.
 The Research and Analysis Wing is the external intelligence apparatus.
 And the Intelligence Bureau is the apex domestic intelligence-gathering agency.

Intelligence mechanism in India has taken lot criticism post the Mumbai Attacks
where the perceived intelligence failure is often considered as the main cause of the
time taken to respond and deal effectively. Today actions are being taken at the
central level to substantially strengthen the Intelligence machinery coupled with
streamlining the arrangements for gathering, analyzing and sharing of intelligence
among the different agencies and coordination with the state governments in an
institutionalized manner. Steps are being taken for effective operationalisation of
the institutional mechanism for intelligence collection, analysis, sharing and
coordination with state governments.
 NATGRID (National Intelligence Grid) has been set up as an attached office of the
Ministry of Home Affairs in April, 2010. NATGRID will link data bases for
constructing actionable intelligence to combat terrorism and internal security
threats. Natgrid is expected to get access to 21 categories of data sources, such
as railway and air travel, income tax, bank account details, credit card
transactions, visa and immigration records. Access to the combined data is
proposed to be given to 11 agencies CBI, IB, RAW, Enforcement Directorate, NIA,
Directorate of Revenue Intelligence and Narcotics Control Bureau.. The first
phase, with an estimated capital cost of Rs 2816 Cr. is limited to linking up only
the databases that are available with the Centre, besides that of one or two state
entities as a concurrent pilot project.
 Defense Intelligence Agency : DIA which handles Intelligence networks of all
three armed forces is expected to have the following opportunities in the
pipeline:
 Satellite & high altitude aerial reconnaissance imagery
 Early warning capabilities on impending attacks on information systems
 Cyber Forensics
 Electro-optic and Infra-red sensors including Synthetic Aperture Radars
(SARs), Procurement of Radar data from external agencies.
 Multi Agency Centers (MAC) are working on Database & network capability
building and connecting regional stations for real time information.
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 Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) and NTRO are also in an expansionary mode
with additional equipment for Hi-tech surveillance, Cryptology Research,
Information Infrastructure Protection Centre(Hi-tech critical infrastructure
Protection Centre), Remote sensing satellite data archival back-up facility and
Disaster Recovery.
 Lawful Intercept : The Ministry of Home Affairs has called for a bid from global
vendors to provide a Telephone Call Interception System (TCIS). This deal,
estimated to be around Rs 50 Cr., will provide sophisticated phone tapping
technology to various police departments in the country for counter-terrorism
and law enforcement purposes. TCIS is part of a greater Intelligence Bureau plan
to modernize of Special Branches of the State Police Departments. The system
will be set up for each service provider who has been licensed for the State to
legally monitor the calls as and when required. The TCIS is needed in 30 (thirty)
locations all over India that is in each state/UT headquarter.
 VTM undertakes Vigilance & Technical Monitoring of all Telecom Service
Providers for DoT. The opportunities arising with them are:
 Mobile Subscriber Verification Audit
 Crackdown on illegal& unauthorized provision of Virtual Private
Networks
 Centralized Monitoring System to track all communication traffic.
IT Security

IT Security has strong impetus in India. Key market segments include
 Banks / Economic Infrastructure
 Critical infrastructure
 Large corporate houses
 Government Installations and Agencies
 Legal and Judicial agencies
 This segment has seen significant private participation and is now getting
organized. This segment is also very well supported by legal frameworks. The
following are relevant in this context:
 CERT- The Nodal agency to coordinate all cyber security related matters
in India.
 Opportunities for participation in projects related to
 Crisis Management Plan, empanelment of IT security auditors,
CISO’s of government of critical sectors, CISO training
programs on security related topics, Cyber security drills &
security conformity assessment infrastructure covering
products, process & people.
 Ethical Issues in Biometrics-Project RISE with EU(growth phase)
 Building collaborative platforms for Banking , Telecom & Law
Enforcement Agencies in handling cyber crimes
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Identification
 The Central Forensic Science Laboratory (CFSL) is a division under the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) which looks after the functions of Forensic
Chemistry, Forensic Toxicology & Forensic Explosives for CBI. Computer Forensics
& counterfeit Currency Department also comes under CFSL. There is a special
impetus to develop specific techniques, testing and evaluation mechanisms for
both forensics as well as diagnostics. Recent acquisitions include equipment for
Superimposition Unit, Creation of Osteology & Odontology Division, Creation of
Counterfeit Currency &Fake Travel Document Division, Mobile Forensic Unit,
DNA assessment, Lie Detection, Speaker Identification Unit and Brain Fingerprint
mapping.
Census : The requirement in Biometrics for all the subsequent programs under
the National Census will become significant. As part of the next Census, the
following opportunities are significantly important
 GIS Based Town Mapping: It has been undertaken to improve the quality
and coverage of Census enumeration to avoid any duplication or
omission of areas in 33 capital cities of the country. Based on Satellite
Imaging, digitized maps will be prepared for each ward showing layout
of houses/buildings, major and minor roads, lanes, by-lanes and\
important land mark features
 National Population Register: The Government has decided to create a
National Population Register (NPR) in the country by collecting
information on specific characteristics of each ‘usual resident’. The NPR
would also have photographs, 10 finger prints and Iris information of all
‘usual residents’ who are of age 05 years and above.
 Digitization and capture of biometry under NPR
 The next step in this process would be Integration with the system of
registration of birth & death.
UID project : Unique identification project was initially conceived by the Planning
Commission as an initiative that would provide identification for each resident
across the country and would be used primarily as the basis for efficient delivery
of welfare services. It would also act as a tool for effective monitoring of various
programs and schemes of the Government. UIDAI have issued over 65 lakh till 14
may 2011 and have been issuing Aadhaar UID enrolments at the rate of
estimated one million UIDs per month.
 Initial estimates project that the initiative will create 1000 new jobs in
the country, and business opportunities worth INR 6,500 Cr. (USD 1.44
billion) in the first phase of implementation.
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 A budget of INR 1470 Cr. has been allocated during Annual Plan 2011-12 of which
a major part of it is allocated to be used for reimbursement of enrolment costs to
the registrars as also to the residents. The contracts awarded till now in key areas
such as software, Biometrics etc read as:
 Key beneficiaries from the UID project have been :
M/S Satyam Computer Services Ltd. (Mahindra Satyam)
L1 Identity Solutions Operating Company
Accenture Services Pvt. Ltd.
Percept H. Pvt. Ltd (Media)
Bharti Airtel Ltd.
Intelenet Global Services
Tata Consultancy Services Ltd
National Informatics Centre Services
Mindtree Ltd
National Informatics Centre Services
Tata Consultancy Services Ltd
HCL Infosystems ltd
4G Identity Solution Pvt Ltd
e-Smart Systems Pvt Ltd
Base Systems Pvt Ltd

Implementation of Biometric Solution
Implementation of Biometric Solution
Implementation of Biometric Solution
Advertising Agency
Hiring & Data Center
Setting up & Operating Contact Centers
Re-Design, Development, Maintenance
UIDAI Web Portal
Purchase of Storage Systems
Application Software Development,
Purchase of Hardware for Data Centre
Purchase of Biometric Devices
Purchase of Biometric Devices
Purchase of Biometric Devices
Purchase of Biometric Devices
Purchase
of
Biometric
Devices

Critical Infrastructure Protection
Critical Infrastructure
National Monuments and Places of
worship
Ancient Monuments: 3,650
Major Religious Monuments: 12
Worship Places: 26,38,515
Famous Heritage Palaces: 16
Famous Forts & Palaces: 24
Governanace Infrastructure
Office & Apartment Buildings: > 197 Mn.
Residences: ~8.6 Mn
Shops & Offices: ~15 Mn
Factory, Workshops & Work Sheds: 2.5
Mn.
Embassies (Govt.) : 110
National Research Laboratories/Inst.: 90
Corporate Research Labs: >15
Government Research Labs : 15

 The security of Vital Installations in the country is basically the concern and
responsibility of the concerned Ministry/Department/State Government.
However the Ministry of Home Affairs advises them on security requirements of
various Installations from time to time on the basis of periodic review of existing
arrangements by the Central Security Agencies.
 A direct attack and natural, manmade or technological hazards can cause human
casualties, property destruction, & economic effects. Any threat, compromise or
exploitation of these infrastructures could have adverse impact on our national
security, economic stability and the public at large.
 The scope of coverage in Critical Infrastructure protection is very large and
diversified. The universe of opportunities arising out of the Indian market results
in a volume of business to the tune of USD 10 Bn over the next 4-5 years
 This segment addresses in an overlapping manner solutions from Perimetric
control, Identification, Threat detection and mitigation, Surveillance and
Networks, Analytics and large event protection

Institute of Science & Technology: >15
CSIR Research Institutes / Labs: 40
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Key equipment with supply potential under critical infrastructure protection.
 Explosive detection and containment
 EO-IR sensors including Night vision devices
 Intelligent Airfield & Runway Surveillance & Fallen Object & Debris
Detection System
 Automatic Vessel Detection, Identification & Classification system
 Perimetric control including Boom Barrier, Bollards, Turnstiles, Door
Frame Metal Detectors
 Scanners : Hand-held, Body Scanners, Baggage Scanners
 Access Control System including Biometrics & RFID Cards,
 Surveillance including Intelligent Surveillance System, Mobile Video
Surveillance, CCTV & PTZ Cameras, DVR's, UAVs, UUVs, UGVs
 Analytics including Data Analytics
 Data storage including High Capacity Servers
 Emergency Response System

Large Event Protection
 The CWG saw an outlay of 1800 Cr. being spent to secure the games from
possible internal and external threats. An integrated Security System was put in
place to make Delhi a safe zone for the visiting delegations & smooth conduct of
the games. Thus a benchmark has been set in the industry related to the security
of big events. The scope of such events is large as even an event like the elections
provide for an opportunity of 800-1000 Cr. every year for equipment like antisabotage equipment, mine-sweepers, non-linear junction detectors,
communication grids, CCTVs, Large event monitoring and Traffic Management
systems

Corporate Security and Private Security Agencies
 This is one of the largest employer industries in India. Even before the Nov. 26
Mumbai attacks, the Indian industry was growing at an astounding clip of 25%.
The private security agencies provide employment to a 60 million men and
women, about 1 million more than the police forces. The total number of
security guards is expected to touch 9.5 Mn over the next 3 years.
 CISF and private security agencies working as complimentary forces in large
business groups such as Infosys but the businesses with lesser clout turn to
private security agencies only.
 Despite the size and a scorching pace of growth average security guard in this
country is often underscreened, undertrained, under supervised, and underpaid
which is why customers turn to global brands. A large part of the opportunity is
covered by the training & consultancy aspect of the business. Major tasks would
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include equipping manpower with skills in specialized guarding, executive protection,
and transport security. This is the area where a large number of foreign firms are
stepping in and joining hands with Indian players.

City Surveillance project
Major cities in India have started work on the ambitious project of installing CCTV
cameras at various key places/buildings in the city to enable better monitoring and
swift action.
 In Delhi a pilot project costing approximately INR 4 Cr. for systems to be installed
in 12 building has already been sanctioned. Overall infrastructural requirement
will include CCTV, various cameras, high capacity servers and high bandwidth.
Also huge manpower will be required for installations, maintenance and
monitoring of control systems. Delhi Government is even planning to install
cameras in DTC buses and Metro as part of the ongoing project.
 There is an estimated requirement of 50,000 cameras to monitor Mumbai.
According to the preliminary report, the cost of the entire project will be around
USD 100mn.

Modernisation of Forces

 “Police” and “law and order” is a State subject and it is primarily the
responsibility of the State Governments to modernize and adequately equip their
police forces for meeting the challenges to law and order and internal security. It
is in this context, the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has been supplementing
their efforts and resources from time to time by way of measures like,
implementation of the Non-Plan Scheme for Modernization of State Police Forces
(MPF).
 In 2009-10 and 2010-11, INR 2454.63 Cr. have been released to the States under
the MPF Scheme India plans to better equip its more than 1.5-million strong
state police forces and over 750,000 personnel of paramilitary organizations like
the Border Security Force (BSF), the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) and the
Central Industrial Security Force (CISF).
 States are provided assistance for the development of the fixed assets like office
buildings, housing, and procurement of vehicles and weaponry as well as
equipment for the Forensic Science Laboratories and other branches of the
Police such the Police Training Schools, Communication Wing, CID, Traffic
Control, Photo Bureau, Anti-Corruption Bureau, Home Guards etc. A webenabled Central Management Information System (CMIS) developed by the NIC
exclusively for the sake of MPF would be put in place at the State and Central
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level for the easy dissemination of data related to financial aspects as well as the
physical progress achieved by the States. The scheme aims tat modernization police
forces in terms of:
 Mobility (including purchase of bullet proof and mine proof vehicles)
 Heavy vehicles, medium vehicles, light vehicles, two wheelers,
mine proof vehicles, water cannons, water tankers, mobile
forensic vehicles, vans, bullet proof vehicles, mini bus
 Weaponry
 9 mm pistols, 9 mm carbines, 7.62 SLRs, INSAS rifles, AK 47
Rifles, MP-5 Pistols, tear gas guns, under barrel grenade
launchers, 7.62 Assault rifles, AK-47, sniper rifles, 51mm
mortars, automatic grenade launchers, Glock pistols-19, 5.56
mm Insas LMGs, anti riot guns, night vision sight for rifles
 Ammunition / Munitions (only for Naxal affected districts) 5.56
SA ball, 5.56 blank, .303 blank, 7.62 SA ball BDR, 7.62 SA ball
blank, detonators, Grenades, cartridges, bomb illuminating dual
shell, dummy shell electrical, stun shell electrical, TS shell, 2 in 1
shell, stun grenade, 3 way grenade
 Communication Systems
 Static set (HF/UHF), Static sets (VHF) and Mobile sets (hand
held) UHF repeaters, Tetra hand held sets, PA system

 Training
 Construction of buildings for training schools, firing range,
training gadgets like firing simulators, forensic training labs,
gymnasium, computer labs, swimming pools, auditorium,
amphitheatres, assault, obstacle course, modern training class
rooms with audio visual facilities
 Forensic Science Laboratory/ Finger Printing Bureau
 Finger Print Matching Machines, Finger prints development kits
 Specialized laboratories like DNA labs, brain mapping facilities,
polygraph machine, automatic fingerprint identification system,
cyber labs

 Equipments
 Security Equipment: Bomb disposal kits, door frame metal
detectors (DFMDs), Hand held metal detectors (HHMDs), deep
search metal/ mine detectors, closed circuit television &
motion sensor, X Ray baggage scanners, video cameras, digital
cameras, night vision devices, explosive detectors, mine
sweepers, portable jammers/jammer vehicle based, blasting
machine, jamming device, dragon light, GPS, prodders,
explosive detectors, NLIDs, bomb suit, bomb basket, bomb
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blanket, GPS, inflatable tower light, sat phones, cell jammers,
vehicle mounted jammers, video recorders, button camera,
vehicle mounted jammers, video recorders, button camera,
under vehicle search mirrors, baggage X Ray scanners, wire and
cable detectors, save me quick GSM audio cell, sun glass DVR,
pen DVR, snake camera recorder, digital voice recorder
Traffic Control Equipment: Movable barricades, flashing lights,
traffic cones, fluorescent jackets, reflective hand gloves, speed
radar guns, alcohol sensors breath analysers
General Police Equipment: Vajra, water cannons, poly
carbonate shields, modern lathis, body protection and shin
guards, helmets, mega phones, search lights, BP jackets
General Office Equipment: Telephones, fax machines,
photocopiers
Equipment for Special Branches / Intelligence gathering,
Bugging and debugging devices, Portable X-ray scanner, voice
loggers, minute sound hearing transmitter, GSM interceptor

 Buildings
 Construction of Non-residential Buildings
Police
Stations,
Outposts, District Police Office barracks, Police Lines,
Administrative Blocks, other Police buildings
 Construction of residential Buildings Quarters for Lower
(Constables & Head Constables) and Upper subordinates
(Inspectors, Sub-Inspectors and Asst. Sub-Inspectors)
 Modernisation of Police Forces : The following programs are noteworthy in this
regard:
 Mega City Policing: The Government has introduced a new concept of
Mega City Policing (MCP) under the MPF Scheme from the year 200506. MCP covers seven cities viz Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad,
Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata and Ahmadabad. Based on the approved plan,
funds (within the allocation under the Scheme) are given to mega cities
for procurement of modern and innovative equipment like portable Xray machine, vehicle scanner, vehicle number plate identification
systems, integrated GIS based automated vehicle tracking etc.

 Desert policing: Desert Policing is also a new concept, which has been
started in the Police Modernization Scheme from 2005-06. Desert
Policing covers the States of Gujarat and Rajasthan. The problems
regarding policing in the large and scattered desert areas, especially
with regard to problems in investigation, mobility, communication and
requirement of special equipments are given emphasis under the Desert
Policing initiative.
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Special Branches: The need for revamping of Special Branches / Intelligence set
up in the States has been felt and the matter has been taken up with the States
from time to time. The Ministry has emphasized in the meetings held to consider
the Action Plans under the MPF Scheme to earmark up to 5% of the total MPF
allocation towards strengthening of their Special Branches in terms of modern
equipment, gadgets for communication etc. about 70 Cr. were released in 200910 for this scheme. Some of the items projected under the component are (i) GIS
Mapping, (ii) Intelligence Training Schools, (iii) Integrated documentation system
and integrated data centre at the special branches, (iv) equipment like frequency
scanners, voice loggers, IED Jammers, Bomb detection and disposal equipment,
direction finders, mine sweepers, thermal imagers, VHF mobile Jammers,
explosive vapour detectors, etc.

 Modernisation of Police Forces: MHA is also assisting the State Governments for
Modernisation of State Police Forces. Under this scheme assistance is being
provided, inter-alia, for procurement of modern equipments for surveillance,
communications, forensic science laboratories, etc., weaponry, vehicles,
computerization, training infrastructure and for construction of Police
infrastructure viz., Housing/Police stations/out posts/barracks etc.

Other Special Weaponry Procurement:
 As part of the MPF the Police control room modernization project including, GIS
and GPS based automatic vehicle tracking system, computer aided dispatch
system, city surveillance system in is gathering a lot of attention now. The
weaponry expected to be bought from international vendors include laser range
finders, modern global positioning system (GPS) devices, latest thermal imagers
and 3D imaging warfare technology. Also on the anvil are close-combat weapons
of less than 50 m range, assault weapons from 50 to 100 m range and long-range
weapons that cover a range of cover 500 m and beyond.

Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems (CCTNS)
 Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems (CCTNS) aims to create a
nation-wide networked infrastructure for the evolution of IT-enabled and stateof-the-art, criminal tracking system. The goals of the system are to facilitate
collection, storage, retrieval, analysis, transfer and sharing of data and
information at the police station and between the police station and the State
Headquarters and the Central Police Organizations. CCTNS aims to create a
database of crime and criminals and their biometric profiles.
 This database will be in sync with databases of other agencies of the criminal
justice system like courts, jails, immigration and passport authorities, forensic
labs, transport department, mobile companies, central agencies etc.
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The CCTNS will span across all 35 States and Union Territories and electronically
link over 14,000 Police Stations and 6,000 Higher Police Offices across the
country. The project includes vertical connectivity of police units (linking police
units at various levels within the State and between States and Union Territories)
as well as horizontal connectivity (linking police functions at State and Central
levels to external entities).

 Wipro Infotech has been chosen as the Software Development Agency. As part of
the scope, Wipro will develop the core application software to be used by the
States and another core application to be used by the Center for digitization of
crime and criminal records. The solution is being developed on multiple
technology platforms to address different levels of functionality required at the
Center and State.
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Industrial participation: Opportunities and possible approaches
 Homeland security traditionally like the areas of Defense and Aerospace has been
a preserve of the government sector operating through PSUs and DPSUs. Private
sector participation is commencing only now and is increasingly becoming
important.
 Globally, the private sector has played a significant role in meeting the Homeland
Security requirements in various countries. Therefore, since the Mumbai attacks,
law enforcement-private security partnerships have been viewed as critical to
preventing terrorism and terror-related acts.

 Since the private sector owns and protects most of the nation’s manufacturing
infrastructure & capital, while local law enforcement often possesses threat
information regarding infrastructure, law enforcement-private security
partnerships can put vital information into the hands of the people who need it.
Thus, to effectively protect the nation’s infrastructure, law enforcement and
private security must work collaboratively because neither possesses the
necessary resources to do so alone. Taking this cue the Government aims to
facilitate need-based Public-Private Relationship to invest heavily in our security
market with business incentives to overcome both tariff and non-tariff barriers to
reap benefits. In fact both Union and State governments are looking to put forth
regulations that will make security more accessible. These include:
 Reduction in their import customs duty
 Reduction in Excise duty
 Reduction in state VAT
 Abolition of Service Tax levied on guarding services
 Classification of security systems as life safety equipment
 While demand may be increasing manifold, the looming question is whether the
indigenous private sector has the wherewithal to absorb the heavy inflow of
investment. In our assessment, Medium and Small Scale Segment of suppliers
includes suppliers who operate niche technologies and processes, thereby
making them valuable. With limited existing capacities and few suppliers for each
specific product/component – the total available Industrial base is rather limited
in depth. This creates issues vis-à-vis the ability to absorb relevant work-share
either from the Defense Offsets or from large indigenous projects thereby
creating a vacuum in the industry where foreign players may jump in to fill in the
heavy gap created by the growing demand. This may eventually lead to multiple
joint ventures and memoranda of understanding between Indian and overseas
security companies in the medium run.
 The scenario may gain impetus from the fact that the norms for participation in
the
Homeland
Security
industry
are
much
simpler
than
procurement/participation norms of the Defense industry. As a word of caution
the government has already made it clear that it would prefer to buy all security
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equipment from countries that assure it technological transfer and at the same
time make sure that such security equipment would not be consigned to
countries that are hostile towards India.
 India has already witnessed a host of companies from U.S., UK, Russia, Israel,
Taiwan, Italy and Japan participating in the Homeland Security sector in India on
a variety of segments. It is especially beneficial to engage with these nations on
the issues of homeland security technology products, solutions and services for
border protection, marine security, counter insurgency, city surveillance and
other critical security infrastructure needs, operational cooperation,
counterterrorism as these are common issues which have held focus in their
respective countries too.
 As a host of foreign companies flock to the Indian shores to assist customers in
the security market, it would be imperative for them to gain a thorough
understanding of the current operations, threats, constraints and objectives and
to devise solutions that include not just technology but also the right mix of
policy, processes, personnel, procedures, intelligence, infrastructure and training.

Challenges for Private Sector Participation
 Security Concerns: The possibility of sale of weapons and other equipment to
forces antithetical to peace and order has prompted putting in place of strict
licensing restrictions by the Government, limiting entry by private players.
 Competition: Uncertainty over the ability of public sector units and Ordnance
Factories to withstand competition from the private sector has hindered issuance
of fresh licenses and renewal of permits for existing firms.
 Varying Requirements: An evolving security landscape and a procurement policy
playing catch-up together mean little certainty over the exact needs of the
enforcement machinery.
 Assured Purchase: Neither the Ministry of Defense nor the Ministry of Home
Affairs is bound by existing policy to offer guarantee of purchase on systems and
equipment. Under the guidelines for licensing production of arms and
ammunition, the Government is required merely to make its acquisition plans
publicly known.
 A combination of these factors raises the entry costs for willing private sector
participants in the internal security sector relative to expected gains, despite
widespread acknowledgement to a multitude of opportunities. Appreciable
growth in India’s aerospace exports since 2006 confirms that given a conducive
policy environment – with adequate checks and balances – Indian industry is
more than capable of meeting the Government half way in rising to the challenge
of ensuring security and stability within the nation’s territories.
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Licensing, Manufacture and Export of security products
 A key issue with the current environment for security equipment manufacturing
concerns the definition of security Product. It is important to have a standard
understanding of what constitutes a security product and probably harmonise
the same with the definition for a defense Product (especially when dealing with
dual-use items)
 This problem also manifests itself with the requirement of an Industrial Licence
for some security related products when the latter itself is not clearly specified.
The issue is further complicated by lack of a clear definition of security, defense
and Aerospace products in the Indian Trade Classification- Harmonised System
(ITS-HS). This issue assumes criticality as only after that the current export
procedure for defense and security Products (a significant part of which are
governed by SCOMET guidelines) has been rationalised with the population of
category 6 of the SCOMET list and the ITC-HS, can a true assessment of Industry
be made and transparency in policies ensured.

Treatment of Security products as valid for Defense Offsets.
 The homeland security industry is expected to get a major boost with the
government allowing homeland security exports to be counted for addressing
defence offset obligations on OEMs.

 The Indian experience with Offsets began in Ernest in 2006. Offsets are an
opportunity for India to integrate with the global Defense and Aerospace supply
chain. The Defence Procurement Procedures (DPP 2011) by opening up the
offsets spectrum to items of homeland security has enabled Indian industry to
create more compelling business cases for OEMs to source from.
 With defense offsets expected to bring in business to the tune of USD 10 Bn over
the next 6-8 years, Homeland security appears poised to be a prime recipient of
the business flows.
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The homeland security sector is expected to be a major driver for employment
generation over coming years. As the level of private sector participation increases,
human resource requirements will grow substantially. This growth will not only be
on account of rise in manufacturing related jobs i.e. in the skilled workers category
but also as a result of a rise in the number of government and private forces.
 Many private security companies have been quick to respond to the jump in
demand. The number of private security personnel in India has crossed 6 million
guards working in more than 15000 agencies. This number is likely to double over
the course of the decade with spin-off opportunities associated with
manufacturing of equipment and service delivery. Escorting VIPs and enforcing
security procedures at critical civil infrastructural sites have presented substantial
opportunities for recruitment. A significant application of forces may be required
to address security issues at large events like rallies, religious congregations,
elections etc. Thus the total number of jobs created in these segments alone may
exceed 9 million.
 As numbers of private security personnel swell, demand for equipment will open
new avenues in manufacturing. The Government’s decision to apply offsets to
homeland security procurements should further spur this growth. Both OEMs
and Indian players would be able to complement each other strengths triggering
indigenous job creation. Smaller companies too will be faced with many
opportunities in segments such as border fencing, securing events, private
establishments etc.

 Talent development and management remains at the heart of development of a
sustainable ecosystem for Homeland Security in India. However the following
issues may have a long term bearing on the emerging job scenario:
 Quality of Service: Training and equipping of private security guards
 Training Schools: Creation of training infrastructure in the form of
 Training schools
 Procurement of simulators, trainers, arms and ammunitions for
training purpose
 Training of Trainers infrastructure
 Attracting Talent: Today the State and Central Police Forces face a shortage of
manpower especially at the officer level. As the scope of activities and threat
profile diversifies, a large number of employees in leadership roles may be
required
 Talent Management: Retaining talent through competitive remunerations, mid
life training and overall job satisfaction may be an area of focus
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DISCLAIMER
DISCLAIMER: This note has been prepared by Aviotech on the basis of publicly available information,
information provided by various sources, neither which have been independently verified by Aviotech.
Aviotech or its employees shall in no circumstances whatsoever be liable or responsible for any inaccuracies,
omissions, mistakes or errors in this paper and for any economic or any other loss or damage, incurred or
suffered by the reader/ user or any other person, arising (whether directly or indirectly) out of or in
connection with such information. This note has been prepared without prejudice. Any and all information
contained herein is based on good faith assumptions and is provided for general information purposes only.
This information does not constitute an offer, promise, warranty, or guarantee of performance. This
document should not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as intended by Aviotech. Opinions
expressed herein are subject to change without notice. Aviotech undertakes no obligation to provide the
recipient with access to any further information or to correct any inaccuracies or omissions which may
become apparent.
Aviotech does and seeks to do business with some of the companies covered in its research reports. As a
result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity
of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision
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